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Executive Summary
The DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) add integrity and origin authenticity

to the DNS, the Internet’s naming system. Without DNSSEC, information in

the DNS can be manipulated, rendering Internet users vulnerable to a plethora

of different threats.

Measuring the deployment of DNSSEC is crucial for gaining insights into

deployment drivers, barriers, and its overall state. These insights enable the

ICANN community and other stakeholders to plan and influence the future of

DNSSEC. Since the publication of DNSSEC, its deployment has been measured

by both the DNS community and the academic community. These efforts have

resulted in a large number of measurement techniques which focus on different

aspects of DNSSEC and the DNS ecosystem.

This is the report on the DNSSEC Deployment Metrics Research, conducted

on behalf of ICANN, with three deliverables: (i) to carry out a survey of aca-

demic and industry literature related to the deployment of DNSSEC, (ii) to

inventory different techniques and metrics used to measure aspects of DNSSEC

deployment across the Internet, and (iii) to recommend ICANN with relevant

DNSSEC deployment metrics.

This report lists 64 metrics identified in literature, for measuring aspects of

DNSSEC deployment at recursive resolvers, domain names, end-users, DNS

software, and the wider DNS ecosystem. The identified metrics cover a wide

range of aspects and include both metrics directly related to DNSSEC deploy-

ment, e.g. whether a domain name is signed, or a recursive resolver is validating,

to metrics indirectly related to DNSSEC deployment, e.g. the reliability of the

underlying transport. In order to identify the metrics, we searched not only

scientific publications, but also publications and presentations by the DNS

industry. A comprehensive bibliography can be found at the end of this report.

Most identified metrics can be measured using multiple measurement tech-

niques. For example, we can measure whether a recursive resolver is validating

by querying specific domain names and observing the answers, or by observ-

ing queries by the resolver at authoritative name servers. Each measurement

technique has different advantages and disadvantages. In this report, we de-

scribe an assessment framework that allows us and the community to assess
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measurement techniques based on three different attributes: the coverage that

can be achieved with the measurement technique, whether there are barriers

to achieving the coverage, and whether the measurement techniques create

reproducible results. We apply that framework to the measurement techniques

identified in this study, but the framework can also be applied to new measure-

ment techniques that emerge in the future. For each of the identified metrics,

we recommend one measurement technique that we think is most suitable.

Finally, this report makes recommendations to ICANN and the community

regarding the DNSSEC metrics that should be considered for further use. In

order to make those recommendations, we define three goals that ICANN and

the wider community might want to achieve in the future. First: protecting DNS
transactions with DNSSEC. Instead of focussing on deployment numbers only,

the communitymight want to focus on howmanyDNS transactions are actually

protected. Second: increasing DNSSEC deployment quality. In recent years, the

community has put a lot of effort into getting DNSSEC deployed as widely as

possible. In the future, instead of focusing on quantity, the community might

want to focus on the quality of DNSSEC deployment. Third: making DNSSEC
deployments future-proof. The DNS and security landscape is ever changing. The
community might therefore want to focus on preparing DNSSEC deployments

for these future changes. For all three goals, we commend metrics that provide

the insights needed for goal realisation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) add authenticity and integrity to the DNS. That allows

for the protection of DNS data itself, but also provides additional building blocks to add or

improve security in other protocols. However, 17 years after the publication of the current

DNSSEC standards, and 12 years after the root zone was signed, the deployment of DNSSEC

remains patchy.

This report contains the results of DNSSEC Deployment Metrics Research, conducted on

behalf of ICANN.
1
This project has three deliverables:

(I) A survey of academic and industry literature related to the deployment of DNSSEC

(II) An inventory of the different techniques and metrics used to measure aspects of DNSSEC

deployment across the Internet

(III) A comprehensive report detailing the inventory and advising ICANN on relevant DNSSEC

deployment metrics

This document constitutes deliverable III.
This report does not attempt to explain why DNSSEC deployment numbers are the way

they are, or why DNSSEC deployment is higher in some areas than in others. Nor does this

report directly suggest initiatives or incentives to improve deployment numbers. That said, to

evaluate the effectiveness of any initiative, one requires a comprehensive way of measuring

deployment.

In this study, we have identified 64 different metrics, but not all are necessarily relevant to

ICANN and the broader Domain Name System (DNS) community. This report helps ICANN to

identify the metrics that we deem most relevant. We do so by by defining three deployment
goals that ICANN and the DNS community might want to achieve. For each deployment goal,
we recommend a selection of metrics that provide ICANN and the community with the insights

needed for goal realisation. The goals are as follows:

(1) Protecting DNS transactions with DNSSEC

(2) Increasing DNSSEC deployment quality

(3) Making DNSSEC deployments future-proof

The first goal, protecting DNS transactions with DNSSEC is derived from two, high-level,

deployment metrics: (i) the number of DNSSEC-signed zones that are published and (ii) the

number of DNS resolvers that validate DNSSEC signatures. Because of the way the DNS works

and the DNS is used, with the hierarchical distribution of authoritative name servers, the

ability to cache data in resolvers, and the uneven usage of Internet resources, those metrics are

increasingly difficult to measure accurately on a global scale. We therefore define a deployment

goal combining the two metrics above, namely the number of client queries that are protected.

1
https://www.icann.org/en/announcements/details/request-for-proposal-researching-dnssec-deployment-

metrics-17-5-2021-en

https://www.icann.org/en/announcements/details/request-for-proposal-researching-dnssec-deployment-metrics-17-5-2021-en
https://www.icann.org/en/announcements/details/request-for-proposal-researching-dnssec-deployment-metrics-17-5-2021-en
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That goal is both a metric in its own right and a function of the first two; the more zones are

signed, and the more resolvers validate the signatures, the more client queries are protected.

The second goal, increasing DNSSEC deployment quality, goes beyond deployment numbers,

and aims for high quality deployments. By measuring how many operational problems occur

with, or because of, DNSSEC deployments, the causes of those problems can be identified

and addressed. Furthermore, if the prevalence of problems is low, the use of measured data to

demonstrate that fact can reduce fears of complexity, and increase trust in the deployability of

DNSSEC.

The third goal, making DNSSEC deployments future-proof, is related to the second goal, but

focusses on the future of DNSSEC instead, of current DNSSEC deployments. We argue that

certain requirements need to be fulfilled to make sure that DNSSEC continues to serve the

DNS and the Internet community in the future, and we propose metrics for measuring the

extent to which that is the case.

The remainder of this report is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly provide

background information required for the reader of this report. Then, in Section 3, we describe

the approach we took to achieve deliverable I and deliverable II. In Section 4, we introduce

our assessment framework, used to evaluate measurement techniques for metric collection.

That is followed by Section 5, in which we give an overview of the different measurement

techniques and their attributes. In Section 6, we list all the metrics identified in the course

of the project, provide a short description and recommend suitable measurement techniques.

that section addresses deliverable I. We then recommend relevant metrics to ICANN and the

DNS community in Section 7. For a comprehensive list of metrics and the related publications,

see Appendix A (deliverable II ).
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2 BACKGROUND
DNSSEC adds integrity and origin authenticity to the DNS. It does so by enabling domain

name operators to cryptographically sign their zones, and allowing everyone who queries

information in the DNS to validate the signatures. In this section, we introduce the most

relevant aspects for this study: DNSSEC, DNS, the underlying transport protocol and the

ecosystem in which DNSSEC is being deployed. This introduction also defines the scope for

deployment metrics, discussed later in this report.

For more detailed information about the different components and aspects see the tutorial

paper by Van der Toorn et al. [van der Toorn et al. 2022] or the related standard documents.

2.1 DNSSEC signing
This section is structured to follow the main steps domain name operators need to take to roll

out DNSSEC and maintain DNSSEC for their domain names. In most cases, we describe the

steps from the perspective of a second-level domain name operator, but the relevant aspects

mostly apply to other levels of the DNS hierarchy as well. We assume that the operator has

already registered their domain name with a registrar, who has communicated the registration

to the registry for the relevant Top Level Domain (TLD). Note that domain name registrants

may handle DNS infrastructure operations themselves or, rely on third party DNS operators.

Signing. When deploying DNSSEC for a domain name, an operator needs to make a number

of choices. First, a zone can be signed using different cryptographic signing algorithms. Each

signing algorithm has its own attributes (e.g. key and signature size, or validation and signing

speed) and not every algorithm is equally widely supported by DNS signing software and

hardware, at validating clients or in the DNS ecosystem. Also, an operator needs to decide how

to prove that a give record is not part of the zone. Here, operators have the choice between
NSEC and NSEC3 [Laurie et al. 2008], each of which has its own set of configurable parameters.

Also, the operator has the choice of splitting their keys into a Zone Signing Key (ZSK) and a

Key Signing Key (KSK), or relying on one Combined Signing Key (CSK) only.

The operator needs to make sure that the underlying DNS software or the Hardware Security

Module (HSM), if used, supports the chosen parameters.

After signing the zone, the operator should communicate their public KSK to their parent.

Usually, that means relying on their registrar to relay the key information to the relevant

registry. It is therefore important that the registrar and the registry support DNSSEC and

the chosen parameters as well. In some cases, it is possible to relay the key to the parent

directly, using CDS/CDNSKEY [Gudmundsson and Wouters 2017]. Regardless of whether the

key material is communicated directly or indirectly, the parent needs to have its zone signed

as well, so that DNSSEC creates a chain of trust up to the root. The root’s public key acts as

the trust anchor for signed domain names.
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Operations. ADNSSEC signature has an expiration date. The lifetime of a signature is decided

by the operator. A new signature needs to be created before the old one expire. Also, it is

common practice to replace signing keys on a regular basis. With both operations, the operator

needs to be careful to follow the right timing schedule and the correct procedures. Otherwise,

recursive resolvers may be unable to validate the domain name’s signatures. When a operator

replaces their KSK, they need to communicate the change to their parent.

A replacement key may be based on the same cryptographic algorithm as the one it replaces,

or on another algorithm. A switch may be required if, for example, the “old” algorithm is no

longer considered insecure. For the most parts, an algorithm switch is similar to replacing the

KSK.

There are other operational choices relevant to the deployment of DNSSEC as well, even

though they might not be directly related to the DNSSEC protocol itself. For example, signed

DNSSEC resource records necessitate larger responses. Operators therefore need to make

sure that sufficiently large messages can be transmitted reliably. Moreover, the larger size of

a signed zone might make it attractive for attackers to be misused in a Distributed Denial

of Service (DDoS) reflection attack. An operator may therefore want to take certain steps to

make their zone less attractive to attackers.

2.2 DNSSEC validation
Operators that enable DNSSEC validation on recursive resolvers influence which signing algo-

rithms are supported through their choice of resolver software and underlying cryptographic

libraries. Also, they need to make sure that they have configured the public key of the root zone

as a trust anchor. Instead of validating signatures and enforcing validation failures, resolver

operators can decide to validate signatures but to not act on validation errors, or can even

decide to only request DNSSEC records and not perform validation at all.

Recursive resolver operators need to make sure that they have reliable transport to the

authoritative name servers, and to their clients. Of course, they need to do that even if DNSSEC

is not deployed, but the demands are higher with DNSSEC because of the increased message

sizes. Resolver operators may additionally decide to protect the communication channels

between client and authoritative name server against eavesdropping, by enabling support

for encrypted DNS transport protocols. The other end of the communication channel needs

to support the transport protocol as well. As a side-effect, the transport protocols lower the

barrier for transmitting large DNS messages.

2.3 Clients
At present, clients that would like to request information from the DNS usually rely on their

recursive resolvers to perform DNSSEC validation. In the interest of redundancy, many clients

have two or more recursive resolvers at their disposal. A client is only fully protected by

DNSSEC when all recursive resolvers have enabled validation.
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3 APPROACH
In order to identify, assess, and recommendDNSSECmetrics, we split the work into three stages.

First, we develop a framework to assess techniques used to collect DNSSEC metrics. A metric

can be collected using different measurement techniques, but not necessarily all are suitable

for collecting the metric over the long term or on a large scale. Second, we perform a literature

study, identifying relevant metrics for this project. Third, we formulate recommendations,

regarding the metrics ICANN should consider.

In this section, we describe the approaches to each stage in more detail.

3.1 Assessment framework
The assessment framework, which is described Section 4, is intended to help us and future

researchers to find the most suitable measurement technique for collecting a given metric. We

identify three requirements that a measurement technique should fulfil and develop a rating

system to assess the performance of a technique for each requirement.

We identify the requirements in close contact with ICANN, drawing on our own expertise

in DNS measurements (e.g. [Müller et al. 2019b, 2020; Toorop 2019]), and on feedback from

the community. We have also presented the requirements to the DNS and measurement

communities at ICANN, IRTF and CENTR meetings [Müller 2022a,b,c].

3.2 Literature study
The goal of the literature study presented in Section 6 is to identify relevant metrics for

measuring DNSSEC deployment.

Relevant metrics. We consider a metric to be relevant if it falls into one of the following

categories. (i) The metric measures aspects directly related to the DNSSEC protocol, such as

whether a domain name is signed or whether a resolver performs DNSSEC validation. (ii)
The metric measures aspects related to the DNS protocol that can have an effect on DNSSEC

deployments, such as support for EDNS(0), or whether DNS response rate limiting is enabled

on the authoritative name server. (iii) The metric measures aspects related to the underlying

transport protocols that have an influence on transporting DNSSEC records, e.g. support for

TCP fallback. (iv) The metric measures aspects related to DNS and Internet security that are

orthogonal to DNSSEC deployment or secure other aspects of the DNS, such as deployment of

RPKI or DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH).

Relevant venues and publications. In order to identify metrics, we focus on high-tier security

and Internet measurement conferences. We manually assess each publication presented at

such a conference, identifying whether the publication discusses metrics that fall into one

of the above categories. If a publication discusses a relevant metric, then we also go through

the publication’s references. That allows us to identify interesting publications that were not
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Table 1. Academic and other venues studied for relevant metrics.

Conference/Venue Years

ACM Internet Measurement Conference (IMC) 2010 – 2021

USENIX Security 2004 – 2021

USENIX Summit on Hot Topics in Security (HotSec) 2006 – 2021

USENIX Workshop on Offensive Technologies (WOOT) 2011 – 2020

USENIX Workshop on Free and Open Communications on the Internet (FOCI) 2014 – 2020

USENIX Symposium on Usable Privacy and Security (SOUP) 2018 – 2020

RIPE Meetings 2006 – 2022

DNS-OARC Workshops 2015 – 2022

CENTR Research & Development Workshops 2012 – 2022

published at higher-tier and more mainstream venues. We search for relevant metrics in the

referenced publications as well.

We also assess publications and presentations made at other venues, namely at meetings of

the RIPE community, DNS Operations, Analysis, and Research Center (DNS-OARC) workshops,

and Council of European National Top-Level Domain Registries (CENTR) meetings. We apply

the same criteria to metrics presented at those venues. If a metric was presented by the same

author at both, an academic venue and an industry venue, we generally include only the

reference to the academic venue.

See Table 1 for a list of assessed venues.

3.3 Recommendations
Finally, in Section 7, we recommend the metrics that we believe should be taken into account

in order to measure DNSSEC deployment as comprehensive as possible, and explain how

they can be used. A measurement should not be performed for its own the sake, but only

if it supports the realisation of a greater goal. Depending on the goal it might differ which

aspects of DNSSEC deployment are relevant, and therefore which metrics should be taken into

account.

For that reason, we formulate three goals that affect DNSSEC deployment and that we believe

are relevant for ICANN and the DNS community. The goals relate to both current and future

DNSSEC deployments. For each goal, we recommend metrics and associated measurement

techniques. The recommended metrics and techniques should help ICANN and the community

to gain the insights necessary to make strategic decisions that influence DNSSEC deployment,

and to achieve their greater goals.

3.4 Limitations
We discuss two sets of limitations: limitations relating to our own work and limitations of the

collected metrics.
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Study. We carry out an extensive literature study, but we cannot rule out the possibility

that we miss some relevant metrics and measurement studies. First, because we focus on

well-known venues and journals, we potentially miss studies published at local and small-

scale workshops. Second, because we collect only metrics described in the English language.

Nevertheless, we are confident that we cover the vast majority of relevant metrics due to our

own expertise in DNS, DNSSEC, and Internet measurements.

Metrics. As with all measurements on the Internet, no metric is able to reflect the reality

with 100% accuracy [Paxson 2004]. In the DNS, for example, anycast allows name servers to be

distributed across different locations, but it also makes it harder to measure all the authoritative

name servers for a domain name. Also, a recursive resolver might only be reachable from

within a certain network, making it harder or even in some cases impossible to measure. Finally,

the information in the DNS name space is public, but not necessarily known to everyone. In

other words, anyone can request any information in the public DNS name space, but only

if they know that the information exists. That too is a challenge in relation to DNS metric

collection, and can limit the overall coverage. Some zones (e.g. the root and some TLDs) publish

their zone files, enabling researchers to measure all the child names of a parent, but 100%

coverage of all domain names is not feasible.

We discuss the limitations of the various measurement techniques in more detail in Section 5.
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Table 2. Assessment framework for measurement techniques

Coverage Feasibility Reproducibility

Rating

++ Covers every instance of a

component.

Coverage can be achieved

independently and with

public data only. Also,

costs have no impact on

the coverage.

The technique is exten-

sively documented and

well understood.

+ Covers a representative

share of a component.

Coverage can be achieved

independently and with

public data only. Costs can

have some impact on the

coverage.

The technique is docu-

mented and important pa-

rameters of the technique

are known.

= Covers large parts of a

component, but with some

unknown bias.

Coverage depends par-

tially on third parties.

Costs can have some

impact on the coverage.

The documentation lacks

some of the important pa-

rameters.

- Covers only small parts

of a component with a

known bias.

Coverage depends largely

on third parties or, costs

have large impact on the

coverage.

The technique lacks the

majority of the most im-

portant parameters.

- - Covers only small parts of

a component with an un-

known bias.

Coverage depends com-

pletely or almost com-

pletely on third parties.

The documentation lacks

completely or is not acces-

sible.

4 ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
Metrics can be collected using various measurement techniques. This framework is intended

to help us and other researchers to select the most suitable measurement techniques. Every

measurement technique, used to collect DNSSEC deployment metrics comes with advantages

and disadvantages. The framework allows us to assess the measurement techniques identified

in this project in a semi-structured way.

First, we identify which requirements the measurement techniques should fulfil. Fulfilling a

requirement contributes to deliverable I to gain “the most comprehensive insight into DNSSEC
deployment”. We use input by ICANN Office of the CTO (OCTO), the DNS and domain-name

community, and our own judgment to define the requirements.
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Many measurement techniques cannot fully fulfil a requirement. We therefore introduce a

rating between - - (does not fulfil the requirement) and ++ (fully fulfils the requirement) for

each requirement.

In the next section, we apply the framework to the identified measurement techniques.

4.1 Requirement 1: Coverage
We define three basic requirements. The first is Coverage, defined as the extent to which

a measurement technique covers a DNS component, as described in Section 2. The perfect

measurement technique can cover every instance of a component and would thus receive the

rating ++. As an example, a measurement technique able to collect data on the name servers

of every existing domain name would achieve 100% coverage.

In many cases, although it is not be possible to cover 100% of a component, it is possible

to cover a representative proportion. In such cases, the technique receives the rating +. So,
for example, that rating is given to a technique that is able to measure the recursive resolvers

that answer 80% of the queries of the internet population, where it is clear which part of the

population the technique cannot cover.

A measurement technique that can cover large parts of the component, but without clarity

as to which parts of the component are missed, receives the rating =. An example could be

a measurement technique that can observe queries to two of the three authoritative name

servers of a TLD. In that case, the technique has access to roughly two thirds of the overall

queries, but it is not clear which queries are missing, or where the missing queries originated.

Subpar measurement techniques receive the rating -. That rating is given to a technique that

can cover only small parts of a component and has a significant, but known, bias. Examples

could include active measurements of recursive resolvers with a limited set of vantage points

located in only in the western hemisphere.

Measurement techniques that cover only small parts of a component and have unknown

biases receive the rating - -. These could include a novel technique that collects telemetry

information from resolvers that have already been upgraded to share the telemetry.

4.2 Requirement 2: Feasibility
In many cases, a measurement technique can achieve full coverage only theoretically. In
practice, the coverage of a DNS measurement technique depends largely on the number of

available vantage points or the known domain names. Also, some measurement techniques

require larger investments when scaled up or run for an extended, continuous period. A

measurement technique that achieves its coverage only by relying on public data and has no

significant costs would receive the rating ++. An example could be a measurement technique

that embeds code on a website under the control of the researcher, triggering HTTP requests

from which the validation status of the client’s resolver can be deduced. Even though the total
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coverage might be limited, the coverage can be achieved by relying solely on data collected by

the researcher at low costs.

We give measurement techniques that can run without relying on third-party data, but

which require some investment, a + rating. As an example, a measurement technique that

relies on authoritative name server traffic under the control of the researcher would receive

this rating. Here, the researcher has full access to the data, but storing and processing the data

requires some investment, due to the volume of the data involved.

The rating = applies to measurement techniques that rely on third-party data or vantage

points to achieve their full coverage. In such cases, the cost again has an impact on the

coverage. This rating could, for example, apply to a technique that measures domain names.

Complete coverage would require the collection of zone files, which might not always be

publicly available.

Measurement techniques that rely on third parties to a large extent, or whose coverage is

substantially influenced by cost, receive the rating -. For example, a technique that would

require a significant investment to achieve its full coverage would receive such a rating.

Finally, the lowest rating - - applies to measurement techniques that rely fully on third

parties, either for their vantage points or for their measurement targets. The rating - - is
not applied to measurement techniques that rely on third party platforms if the cost does

not negatively impact the coverage. Examples included measurements on authoritative name

servers that are not under the control of the researcher.

4.3 Requirement 3: Reproducibility
Metrics are useful to a broader community only if they are collected in a transparent and

reproducible way. If someone is to make strategic decisions based on the collected metrics, it

must be clear how the results have been collected and processed. It is therefore also important

that all the main parameters of the underlying measurement technique are known. Parameters

include, for example, the locations of the vantage points, how many measurements have been

carried out, whether and how the data is cleaned before it is being processed, and how it is

processed.

Measurement techniques whose main parameters are known receive the rating ++. Active
measurement that relies on open-source software, running on vantage points known to the

community, and with an extensive public documentation would receive the highest rating.

Ameasurement technique receives the rating + if some steps are undocumented, but that does

not affect the measurement results when the measurements are repeated by another researcher.

As an example, a measurement technique that lacks documentation on some post-processing

steps that do not affect its accuracy would receive this rating.

If any relevant parameters are missing, a measurement technique cannot receive a rating

higher than =. This could, for example, apply to measurement techniques that rely on third-

party measurement platforms. Here, the researcher might not always have full control over
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the selected vantage points, but still be able to demonstrate the exact result processing steps

followed.

If most of the main parameters are missing, a measurement technique receives the rating -.
That is the case with, for example, a measurement technique that relies on a proxy network,

which provides only limited documentation.

Measurement techniques whose main parameters are largely undocumented, or whose main

parameters are proprietary and therefore unavailable to the community, receive the lowest

rating - -. For example, this could include measurements run on a commercial measurement

platform whose post-processing steps are not disclosed.
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Table 3. Measurement techniques used to collect DNS metrics and their performance in terms of
coverage, feasibility, and reproducibility.

Technique Description Coverage Feasibility Reproducibility

Active measurements
Active DNS probes Active DNS queries from vantage

points (VPs) under the control of the

researcher. Example: Python script run-

ning on one or multiple local machines.

+ = ++

Advertising network Code distributed with advertising net-

work to trigger DNS queries or em-

bedded on website statically. Example:

Google Ads [Google 2022]

= = +

Proxy network Proxy network, used for example pro-

vide access to geo-blocked content,

that allows sending packets from the

participating users. Example: Bright

Data [Bright Data 2022]

- - -

Measurement Platform Platform, implemented to send active

probes from one or multiple vantage

points. Example: RIPEAtlas [RIPENCC

Staff 2015]

= = +

Response manipulation at Name Server (NS) Manipulating DNS responses in order

to observe client behaviour. Example:

Detect if resolvers validate by respond-

ing with bogus signatures and observ-

ing retries.

+ + ++

Active resolver telemetry Diagnosis information, voluntarily ex-

posed by DNS component through ac-

tive probing. Example: RFC 8509 [Hus-

ton et al. 2018]

+ = ++

Passive measurements
Traffic traces at NS Raw traffic collected at one or mul-

tiple authoritative name servers, con-

trolled by the researcher. Example: EN-

TRADA [Wullink et al. 2016]

+ + ++

Aggregated traffic traces at NS Aggregated traffic collected at one or

multiple authoritative name servers or

recursive resolvers, controlled by a

third party. Example: ITHITOOLS [Du-

rand and Huitema 2022]

+ + ++

Passive resolver telemetry Diagnosis information, voluntarily

exposed by DNS component through

passive measurements. Example:

RFC 8145 [Wessels et al. 2017]

+ = ++
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5 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
In this section, we introduce the measurement techniques identified in the literature. We then

apply the assessment framework defined in the previous section to assess their coverage,

feasibility, and reproducibility. In some cases, a given measurement techniques can be used

to collect multiple metrics. In such a case, to provide an overview and avoid repetition, we

provide only a basic description of the measurement technique here. In Section 6, we state

which technique can be used for each metric, and recommend the one that is most suitable.

5.1 Active measurements
We differentiate between measurements that require sending active probes and measurements

that rely on collecting data from one or more VP. The first four techniques have in common

that they all involve actively sending queries towards authoritative name servers or recursive

resolvers, but they differ in terms of the trigger events. For example, researchers can send out

queries directly from a machine under their control, or can rely on an advertisement network

that facilitates advertising impressions shown to end users. In all cases, the queries are initiated

on demand, whereas the queries observed using passive measurement techniques are not

triggered by a researcher.

Active DNS probes. Sends queries from VPs under the control of the researchers to targets of

their choice. Targets include recursive resolvers and authoritative name servers. High coverage
can be achieved if the list of targets is complete. Anycast or forwarding resolvers can limit the

coverage achieved (-). Feasibility is mediocre (=). A complete list of targets might be hard to

collect (e.g. for all second-level domain names or all resolvers in the IPv6 address space). The

technique is highly reproducible if standard DNS software is used, the measurement targets

are public, and the data processing is well documented (++).

Advertising network. Uses online advertisements to distribute dynamic or static code to

end-user devices. When loaded, the code issues requests (usually HTTP) to resources under the

control of the researcher. These requests are preceded by DNS queries, relying on the recursive

resolvers of the client. Researchers can derive information about the recursive resolvers used by

analysing the DNS queries, and the ad network’s status. Coverage of end users can be high, but

insights into server systems is lacking (=). The more money is invested in the measurements,

the more end users will be served with the advertisement. Running large scale measurements

for an extended period is feasible (=). Reproducibility is dependent on the information and

settings provided by the ad network. We assume that the ad network’s clients receive sufficient

information, e.g. on where the advertisement is shown (+).

Proxy network. Uses proxy network participants as VPs. Commercial proxy networks can

enable third parties to send out queries through their participating clients. Similar to the adver-

tising network, this can help researchers to derive information about the recursive resolvers

used by the client base. These networks cover mostly end users and coverage is dependent
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on proxy network coverage. We expect it to be smaller than that of advertisement networks

(-). Again, coverage is dependent on financial resources. If sufficient funds are available, con-

tinuous measurements are feasible (+). Reproducibility is dependent on the information and

settings made available by the proxy provider. We expect limited, opaque possibilities for

tuning measurements (-).

Measurement platform. Relies on VPs tailored for running common active measurements, and

enables researchers to trigger DNS queries directly. With RIPE Atlas, for example, a researcher

can send queries and modify a limited set of parameters. In many cases, the platform vantage

points are run by volunteers, which introduces a bias towards a technical community and

limits coverage (=). Costs are usually low, but sometimes require credits that can be earned

through hosting a measurement VP. Coverage depends on third parties, which makes large-

scale measurements less feasible (=). On the other hand, measurements carried out with

measurement platforms are usually very easy to reproduce (+). Measurement platforms are

well documented and raw measurement results are often public by default.

Response manipulation on NS. Involves manipulation of DNS responses on the authoritative

name server to derive information about the behaviour of recursive resolvers. For example,

deliberately responding with the TC-flag set should cause the resolver to retry the query via

TCP. From that, researchers can deduce whether a resolver supports TCP fall-back. Coverage
depends greatly on the name server whose responses are manipulated but, if that is the root,

for example, it can be high (+). Because the technique can be implemented on the researchers’

infrastructure, its feasibility is good (+). The measurement technique is also readily reproducible,
since the main parameters of the measurement are known (++).

Active resolver telemetry. Involves sharing information about resolvers attributes directly

with the researcher. Recursive resolvers and authoritative name servers can make information

about their operational status available to active queriers. That is the case with root sentinel

queries (RFC 8509 [Pauly and Wouters 2019]), for example, and with CHAOS queries. The

coverage of the measurement technique can be high, if implemented in an official standard

(+). In practice, however, high coverage is less feasible, since it depends on the resolvers

supporting this telemetry protocol (=). That might be low if the telemetry protocol has only

been standardised only recently. Also, coverage depends on the number of vantage points (see

also “active DNS probes”). On the other hand, measurements can be highly reproducible, if the
telemetry protocol is an official standard (++).

5.2 Passive measurements
Traffic traces on NS or recursive resolvers. Involves collecting unfiltered traffic traces on DNS

components themselves. Traffic collected on one or multiple authoritative name servers can

reveal information about the querying resolvers. Similarly, traffic traces collected on recursive

resolvers can reveal information about their clients and the queried authoritative name servers.
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As with “response manipulation”, coverage depends on the server whose traffic is collected and

can be high if the client base is large (as with the root) (+). Collecting traffic on a large scale,

however, might become less feasible if traffic is collected for a longer period, or if researchers

depend on a third party (+). Collecting data is straightforward, and, if the post-processing

steps are well documented, the technique is easy to reproduce (++).

Aggregated traffic traces on NS or recursive resolvers. Involves collecting processed DNS

traffic traces on authoritative name servers or recursive resolvers. With this technique, data

is aggregated, usually by a third party. Once again, coverage depends on the vantage point

where the data is collected, but can be high if the VP is, for example, the root (+). The fact that
data is collected in an aggregated form can make it easier for third parties to collect the data.

Aggregating data might address the security and privacy concerns of third parties and requires

less storage. That makes larger-scale measurements more feasible (++). If data is aggregated in

a standardised and transparent way, measurements are reproducible (++).

Passive resolver telemetry. Involves sharing information on the attributes of resolvers directly

with the researcher. In contrast to “active resolver telemetry", resolvers can also share telemetry

information with others on an unsolicited basis. This is the case with RFC 8145 [Wessels et al.

2017], where resolvers share trust anchor configurations with the root servers, usually once

per day. As with active telemetry protocols, coverage can be high (+), but is heavily dependent

on the deployment (feasibility =). Again, measurements are highly reproducible when the

telemetry protocol is an official standard (++).

5.3 Manual collection of data
Some aspects cannot be measured automatically or do not relate to technical aspects of DNSSEC

deployment. Examples are whether a registrar supports DNSSEC or whether operators rely

on an HSMs to secure their keys and create their signatures. More examples are listed in

Section 6.3.

Collecting these metrics could require the manual inspection of software, the manual registra-

tion of domain names by individual registrars, the distribution of questionnaires to operators,

and other approaches. Such techniques are necessary in some cases, and we also mention

them in our recommendations (Section 7). However, we do not describe them in more detail,

because the range of possible approaches is very wide.
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6 METRICS
In this section, we discuss metrics that are described in literature or that were presented

at conferences. First, we describe each metric in more detail. We then describe how the

metric can be measured, using the technique that we have identified as most suitable. In

some cases, we also recommend techniques whose use for measurement of the metric is not

described in the literature, but which we nevertheless believe to be the most suitable. Finally,

we make reference to a publication that describes the measurement of the metrics using the

recommended technique. Tables 4, 5, and 6 give an overview of the identified metrics. Table 7

in Appendix A lists every study that discusses each metric.

We first discuss metrics concerning the attributes of domain names and their authoritative

name servers, followed by metrics concerning the attributes of recursive resolvers, and by

metrics concerning the attributes of stub resolvers and their clients. Finally, we discuss metrics

relating to the DNS ecosystem, including registries, registrars and DNS operators. Each metric

is identified by its category, e.g. MRx for a resolver metrics, or MDy for a domain name metric.

6.1 Domain name metrics

Table 4. Domain name and authoritative name server metrics and their suitable measurement tech-
niques. Techniques marked with ❍ can measure the metric, but techniques marked with ✰ are
recommended.
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Domain Name and Name Server Metrics
MD1 DNSSEC publication Are DNSSEC records available for a

domain name

✰

MD2 DNSSEC validity Is the domain name secure ✰ ❍
MD3 DNSSEC validation

errors

Can the RRs, partially, not be vali-

dated

✰

MD4 Key attribute: Key

length

What is the bit-length of the used

keys

✰
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Table 4. Domain name and authoritative name server metrics and their suitable measurement tech-
niques. Techniques marked with ❍ can measure the metric, but techniques marked with ✰ are
recommended.
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MD5 Key attribute: Time

To Live (TTL)

What is the TTL of the key records ✰

MD6 Key attribute: shared

keys

How many zones share the same

key

✰

MD7 Key attribute: Keys in

the RR set

How many public keys are in the

DNSKEY RR set

✰

MD8 Key attribute: algo-

rithm

Which cryptographic algorithm is

used to sign a domain name

✰

MD9 Key attributes: DS di-
gest type

Which hash algorithm is used to cal-

culate the DS record
✰

MD10 Key attribute: RSA

modulus

Which prime number is used when

creating the public-private RSA key

pair

✰

MD11 Key attribute:

ZSK/KSK or CSK

Is a domain name signed using a

CSK

✰

MD12 Key attribute: Key-

tag exists multiple

times

Does the key-tag exist more than

once in the same zone or in other

zones

✰

MD13 Key attribute: Re-

sponse size

How large are the responses for

DNSKEY queries

✰ ❍ ❍

MD14 NSEC/NSEC3 usage Which protocol is used to proof de-

nial of existence

✰ ❍ ❍

MD15 Transport: Path MTU What is the largest supported MTU

by the name servers

❍ ✰

MD16 Transport: TCP sup-

port

Does the name servers support TCP ✰
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Table 4. Domain name and authoritative name server metrics and their suitable measurement tech-
niques. Techniques marked with ❍ can measure the metric, but techniques marked with ✰ are
recommended.
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MD17 EDNS(0) Support Does the authoritative name server

fully support Extension Mecha-

nisms for DNS (EDNS0) [Damas

et al. 2013]

✰

MD18 Transport: DNS-over-

TLS (DoT)

Is the authoritative name servers

reachable via DoT

✰

MD19 Transport: DNS-over-

QUIC (DoQ)

Is the authoritative name servers

reachable via DoQ

✰

MD20 Operations: Signa-

ture lifetime

How long is the lifetime of the pub-

lished RRSIGs

✰

MD21 Operations: Rollover

frequency ZSK

How often is the ZSK rolled ✰

MD22 Operations: Rollover

frequency KSK

How often is the KSK rolled ✰

MD23 Operations: Rollover

correctness

Are keys and algorithms rolledwith-

out going insecure or bogus

✰

MD24 Operations: Rollover

type

Which process is followed to roll

ZSK, KSK or algorithm

✰

MD25 Operations: Algo-

rithm rollover

Has a domain name ever rolled its

algorithm

✰

MD26 Operations: Name

Server operator

Which organisation/instance oper-

ates the authoritative name server

✰

MD27 Operations: Opera-

tional complexity

How many operators are responsi-

ble for managing the authoritative

name servers

✰

MD28 Operations: Effects

on query load

Does DNSSEC increases the traffic

at authoritative name servers

❍ ✰
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Table 4. Domain name and authoritative name server metrics and their suitable measurement tech-
niques. Techniques marked with ❍ can measure the metric, but techniques marked with ✰ are
recommended.
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MD29 Operations: Effects

on TCP load

Does DNSSEC cause increase in

TCP traffic at authoritative name

servers

✰ ❍

MD30 Operations:

CDS/CDNSKEY

publication

Does the zone publish

CDS/CDNSKEY RRs

✰

MD31 Name Server: DNS

Cookie support

Does the authoritative name servers

support DNS Server Cookies [Sury

et al. 2021]

✰

MD32 Name Server: Re-

sponse rate limiting

Does the authoritative name servers

employ response rate limiting

✰

MD33 Name Server: Min-

imal responses to

query type ANY

Does the name server provides min-

imal responses when receiving a

query for type ANY [Abley et al.

2019]

✰

MD34 RPKI: Served from

RPKI signed re-

sources

Is the authoritative name servers lo-

cated in a network which is covered

by a valid ROA

✰

MD1: DNSSEC publication. Measures whether DNSSEC records are published for DNS zones.

Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by querying for signed records,

e.g. SOA. Coverage of the metric depends on the available list of domain names. See [Chung

et al. 2017a].

MD2: DNSSEC validity. Measureswhether DNSSEC records are valid. The number of DNSSEC-

specific errors that are caused by operational mistakes is relevant for DNSSEC adoption, as

this hinders day-to-day DNS use. Perhaps more importantly, these problems do not occur on

networks that do not use validating resolvers, giving the impression that such networks have
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better connectivity than networks that do offer DNSSEC protection. That may cause operators

to stop validating DNSSEC signatures. Therefore, it is important to track operational DNSSEC

errors, and reduce them as much as possible. Recommended measurement technique: Active
DNS probes – by querying and validating DNSSEC records. Coverage of the metric depends

on the available list of domain names. See [Osterweil et al. 2008].

MD3: DNSSEC validation errors. Measures which DNSSEC errors occur. WhereasMD2merely

reflects whether a DNSSEC record is valid or not, this metric states the actual error types.

Collecting statistics on DNSSEC error types can be useful in efforts to reduce problems, as this

can direct policy and tooling to help operators avoid the most prevalent issues. Recommended
measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by querying and validating DNSSEC records.

Coverage of the metric depends on the available list of domain names. See [Osterweil et al.

2008].

MD4: Key attribute: key length. Measures the length in bits of the keys used (in relation to the

algorithm used). This is relevant in relation to RFC 8624 [Wouters and Sury 2019]. This should

be measured in combination with the algorithm used and is not relevant for, for example, the

ECDSA algorithms because of their fixed key length. Recommended measurement technique:
Active DNS probes – by requesting keys and signatures of signed domain names. Coverage of

the metric depends on the available list of domain names. See [Chung et al. 2017a].

MD5: Key attribute: Time To Live. The TTLs of DNSSEC resource records have an influence

on key replacement and on the impact of outages caused by DNSSEC misconfigurations.

Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by requesting keys and signatures

of signed domain names and collecting the Round-Trip Times (RTTs). Coverage of the metric

depends on the available list of domain names. See [Chung et al. 2017a].

MD6: Key attribute: shared keys. Measures the number of zones that share the same key. A

key that is shared by numerous domain names is more valuable to attackers. Recommended
measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by requesting keys of signed domain names.

Coverage of the metric depends on the available list of domain names. See [Chung et al. 2017a].

MD7: Key attributes: number of keys in RR set. A large number of unnecessarily long-lasting

DNSKEYs in an RRset may cause larger than needed responses, reducing the retrievability of

the RRset and making it more prone to exploitation in amplification denial-of-service attacks.

Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by querying for DNSKEY records.
Coverage of the metric depends on the available list of domain names. See [van Rijswijk-Deij

et al. 2014]

MD8: Key attributes: used algorithm. Measure the algorithms used for signing zones. Rec-
ommended measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by querying for DNSKEY records.

Coverage of the metric depends on the available list of domain names. One study that focused
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on the usage of various DNSKEY algorithms for signing over time is [Müller et al. 2020]. The

study leverages data collected by the OpenINTEL platform [van Rijswijk-Deij et al. 2016b].

MD9: Key attributes: DS digest type. Measure the various digest types in use by Delegation

Signer resource records. Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by query-

ing for DS records. Coverage of the metric depends on the available list of domain names. In

[Müller et al. 2020], the usage of DS digest types over time is also inventoried based on data

from the OpenINTEL platform [van Rijswijk-Deij et al. 2016b].

MD10: Key attributes: vulnerable RSA keys due to even moduli. If an RSA key is not generated

carefully, it can have vulnerabilities which may compromise the encryption algorithm. Some-

times this can be determined from the public key alone. Recommended measurement technique:
Active DNS probes – by querying for DNSKEY records. Coverage of the metric depends on the

available list of domain names. An inventory of misconfigurations in popular domains can be

found in [Dai et al. 2016].

MD11: ZSK/KSK or CSK. Measures if a domain name is relying on a split between ZSK and

KSK or whether it relies on a CSK. This has implications for key management and response size.

Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by querying for DNSKEY records.
Coverage of the metric depends on the available list of domain names. See [Le et al. 2018].

MD12: Key-tag exists multiple times. Measures if the key tag exists multiple times, either

in the same zone or in multiple zones. Duplicated key tags can increase the workload for

validating resolvers seeking to identify the correct key for validating a signature. Recommended
measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by querying for DNSKEY records. Coverage of the
metric depends on the available list of domain names. See [van Rijswijk 2019].

MD13: Response size. Measures the response size associated with domain name DNSKEY

queries. Large responses could be abused in DDoS attacks or could lead to message fragmen-

tation. Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by querying for DNSKEY
records. Coverage of the metric depends on the available list of domain names. See [Müller

et al. 2019b].

MD14: NSEC/NSEC3 Usage. Measures which approaches domain names choose for authenti-

cated denial of existence of records. Relevant, for example, to measure whether hash iterations

for NSEC3 records are sufficiently low. Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS
probes – by querying for likely non-existent records. See [Wander 2017].

MD15: Transport: Path MTU. Measures the maximumMTU between the authoritative servers

for a zone and the resolver(s) querying those servers. This is relevant for DNSSEC, as fragmen-

tation issues may result in operational problems. Recommended measurement technique: Traffic

traces from (validating) DNS resolvers, which can be searched for fragmented IP packets. See

[Van Den Broek et al. 2014].
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MD16: Transport: TCP support. Measures if a domain name resolves via TCP. This is relevant

for DNSSEC, because DNSSEC-signed responses are bigger than unsigned ones, increasing

the probability of truncated replies. Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS probes
– by requesting resource records via TCP from all authoritative name servers. Coverage of the

metric depends on the available list of domain names. See [Osterweil et al. 2008].

MD17: EDNS(0) Support. Measures whether name servers support the Extension Mechanisms

for DNS (EDNS(0)) [Damas et al. 2013] and whether they comply with the standard. Supporting

EDNS(0) is a prerequisite for supporting DNSSEC and lays the foundation for other DNS

extensions, like DNS Cookies [Sury et al. 2021]. Recommended measurement technique: Active
DNS probes, sending a number of queries using different EDNS(0) parameters. See the “DNS-

Compliance-Testing” tool, for examples [Risk 2015].

MD18: Transport: DoT. Measures whether name servers support DNS-over-TLS (DoT), which

protects DNS traffic between a client and a server against eavesdropping and interference,

by encrypting the traffic. The relation to DNSSEC is that relying on TLS for transport would

remove the risk of message fragmentation, thereby allowing for larger messages. Larger

messages might become necessary if new signing algorithms are adopted in the future [Müller

et al. 2020]. Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS probes, testing DoT capabilities

of known name servers. See [Kosek et al. 2022].

MD19: Transport: DoQ. Measures whether authoritative name servers support DoQ, which

protects DNS traffic between a client and a server against eavesdropping and interference,

by encrypting the traffic with TLS and using on QUIC as a transport protocol. As with DoT,

DoQ would make the transmission of larger DNS messages more reliable. Recommended
measurement technique: Active DNS probes, testing DoQ capabilities of known name servers.

MD20: Signature lifetime. Measures the lifetime of RRSIG records. A shorter lifetime requires

operators to re-sign a record more frequently but decreases the time window in which a

compromised signature is trusted by a recursive resolver. Usually, the TTL of an RRSIG record

is shorter than the signature lifetime. Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS probes
– by querying for signed records, e.g. SOA. Coverage of the metric depends on the available list

of domain names. See [Chung 2021].

MD21: Rollover frequency ZSK. Measures how often ZSKs are replaced (rolled over). Higher

rollover frequency reduces the opportunity for a key to be compromised. Recommended
measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by querying for DNSKEY records frequently, e.g.
once per day. Coverage of the metric depends on the available list of domain names. See

[Deccio 2011].

MD22: Rollover frequency KSK. Measures how often KSKs are rolled. Higher rollover fre-

quency reduces opportunity for a key to be compromised. In contrast toMD21, rolling the KSK
requires the replacement to be communicated to the parent. That also increases the risk of
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misconfiguration and validation failures. Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS
probes – by querying for DNSKEY records, e.g. once per day. Coverage of the metric depends

on the available list of domain names. See [Deccio 2011].

MD23: Rollover correctness. Measures whether a key rollover is performed in accordance

with best common practices [Kolkman et al. 2012], while keeping the zone in a secure state at
every stage of the rollover. Applies to key and algorithm rollovers. Recommended measurement
technique: Active DNS probes – by querying for DNSKEY records and DS records (for KSK and

algorithm rollovers). e.g. once per hour. Coverage of the metric depends on the available list of

domain names. See [Osterweil et al. 2021].

MD24: Rollover type. The process followed to roll the ZSK, KSK, CSK or algorithm. Recom-
mended measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by querying for DNSKEY records and DS
records (for KSK and algorithm rollovers). e.g. once per hour. Coverage of the metric depends

on the available list of domain names, which is obviously simpler for the root zone than for

TLDs. Platforms such as OpenINTEL can be used. The root zone forms a special case, for

which resolver telemetry (RFC 8145) might also be useful for monitoring a key rollover. See

[Osterweil et al. 2021].

MD25: Algorithm rollover. Whether a domain name has ever rolled its algorithm. Recom-
mended measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by querying for DNSKEY records and DS
records (for KSK and algorithm rollovers). e.g. once per hour. Coverage of the metric depends

on the available list of domain names. Platforms such as OpenINTEL can be used. See [Müller

et al. 2020].

MD26: Operational complexity. E.g. how many operators are responsible for managing the

authoritative name servers. Measuring this can be a challenge in certain (anycasted) situa-

tions. For example, the .nl TLD previously used its own autonomous system number, while

the operation was performed by a third party, on hardware provided by yet another party.

Recommended measurement technique: No recommended technique. Measured in [Deccio et al.

2011] using an active measurement technique involving the fetching of name server names and

information in the MNAME field of the SOA record. However, we do not expect that technique to

be very precise.

MD27: Effects on query load. DNSSEC can cause an increase in TCP traffic on authoritative

name servers, because there is an increased risk of truncated replies. Recommendedmeasurement
technique: Aggregated traffic traces at NS.

MD28: Operations: Query load effects of DNSSEC. Effects on query load and DNSSEC-related

increase in traffic on authoritative name servers Recommended measurement technique: Traffic

traces on authoritative name servers See [Minda 2011]
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MD29: Operations: TCP query load effects of DNSSEC. Effects on TCP load and DNSSEC-related
increase in TCP traffic on authoritative name servers Recommended measurement technique:
Traffic traces on authoritative name servers See [Minda 2011]

MD30: Operations: CDS/CDNSKEY publication. Measure support for the intention to provide

key material from child to parent. Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS probes –
by querying for CDS and CDNSKEY records, preferably from a platform with access to a large

number of zone files, such as OpenINTEL [van Rijswijk-Deij et al. 2016b].

MD31: Name server attributes: DNS cookie support. Whether authoritative name servers

support DNS server cookies. Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS probes – by

including client cookies in the queries to the authoritative name servers found in zone files. A

large number of authoritative name servers can be found from a platform with access to a large

number of zone files, such as OpenINTEL [van Rijswijk-Deij et al. 2016b]. The measurements

should preferably be done from active DNS probes from multiple vantage points in order to

reach all potential anycasted instances of an authoritative server.

MD32: Name Server: Response Rate Limiting. Measures whether authoritative name servers

employ Response Rate Limiting (RRL). DNSSEC increases the impact of DNS amplification

attacks, as DNSSEC responses are much larger than plain DNS responses. RRL is a technique for

mitigating such attacks. Recommended measurement technique: Active DNS probes. Note that
it requires bursts of traffic to trigger RRL, which may cause operational issues for operators,

especially those that do not support rate limiting. Care needs to be taken not to overload name

servers when probing for RRL support. See [Deccio et al. 2019].

MD33: Name Server: Minimal responses to query type ANY. Measures whether name servers

implement [Abley et al. 2019]. This is not necessarily DNSSEC-related, and does not measure

DNSSEC deployment itself. It can, however, be a useful metric for general DNS operations since

DNSSEC signatures can make large ANY responses even larger. Recommended measurement
technique: Active DNS probes. Coverage of the metric depends on the available list of domain

names. See [van der Toorn et al. 2021].

MD34: RPKI: Served from RPKI signed resources. Measures whether name servers for domain

names use RPKI to protect against route hijacks. This is not directly related to DNSSEC; it is

another level of network protection against attacks and misconfigurations by third parties.

Recommended measurement technique: Combination of name server address data collected by

probing with information provided by a route collector. See [Müller 2021].

Reverse tree. The discussed metrics also apply to the reverse DNS tree, even though it is not

discussed in the referenced literature. Full coverage of the reverse IPv4 name space is easier to

achieve than full coverage of the IPv6 space. While in both cases the name space is limited,

the sheer number of possible IPv6 addresses can pose a challenge. If access to Reginal Internet

Registry (RIR) databases is available, the search space can be limited.
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Table 5. Metrics and their suitable measurement techniques. Techniques marked with ❍ can measure
the metric, but techniques marked with ✰ are recommended.
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Resolver Metrics
MR1 EDNS(0) Support Does the resolver fully support

EDNS0 [Damas et al. 2013].

❍ ✰ ❍ ❍ ❍

MR2 DNSSEC capable Does a resolver request DNSSEC

records

❍ ✰ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

MR3 DNSSEC validation Does a resolver validate any

DNSSEC record

❍ ✰ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

MR4 DNSSEC validation

and enforcement

Does a resolver validate DNSSEC

records and does it return SERV-

FAIL on a validation error

❍ ❍ ❍ ✰

MR5 Treatment of specific

DNSSEC validation

failures

How does a resolver treat specific

bogus domain names, e.g. wrong la-

bel count or single RRSIG missing

❍ ✰ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

MR6 Algorithm support Does a resolver validate signatures

of a certain algorithm

❍ ✰ ❍ ❍

MR7 DNSSEC trust anchor

support

Which DNSSEC trust anchors are

configured

❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ✰

MR8 Transport: Path MTU Which DNS message size can a re-

solver support before a message

gets fragmented

❍ ✰

MR9 Transport: TCP sup-

port

Does a resolver fall back on frag-

mented DNS responses

❍ ❍ ✰

MR10 DNS protocol: DoH

support

Does a resolver support DoH be-

tween stub and recursive resolver

❍ ✰

MR11 DNS protocol: DoT

support

Does a resolver support DoT ❍ ✰

MR12 DNS protocol: DoQ

support

Does a resolver support DoQ ❍ ✰

MR13 DNS Cookie support Does a resolver send queries with

the COOKIE option set

❍ ✰ ❍ ❍ ❍
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Table 5. Metrics and their suitable measurement techniques. Techniques marked with ❍ can measure
the metric, but techniques marked with ✰ are recommended.
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MR14 Telemetry: RFC 8145 Does a resolver share trust anchor

information with the root through

RFC 8145

✰ ❍ ❍

MR15 Telemetry: RFC 8509 Does a resolver share trust anchor

information with clients through

root sentinel queries (RFC 8509)

✰ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

MR16 RPKI: Served from

RPKI signed re-

sources

Is the resolver located in a network

which is covered by a valid ROA

✰ ❍ ❍ ❍ ❍

MR17 RPKI: Route origin

validation

Does the network of the resolver

perform route origin validation

✰ ❍ ❍

6.2 Resolver metrics
MR1: EDNS(0) Support at resolvers. Measures a resolvers’ support for the Extension Mecha-

nisms for EDNS0 [Damas et al. 2013] and its compliance with the standard. Supporting EDNS0

is a prerequisite for supporting DNSSEC and lays the foundation for other DNS extensions, like

DNS Cookies [Sury et al. 2021]. Recommended measurement technique: Using an advertisement

network to trigger DNS queries to a client’s resolvers for a domain name under the researcher’s

control and observing whether resolvers indicate EDNS support.

MR2: DNSSEC Capable. Measures whether resolvers are capable of fetching DNSSEC records.

Recommended measurement technique: Using traffic traces on third-party NSs to observe

whether resolvers query with the DO flag set, and whether they request DNSKEY or DS records

occasionally. Low-effort measurement with wide coverage if performed on popular name

servers, such as the root, but sheds no light on forwarding resolvers. See [Gudmundsson and

Crocker 2011].
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MR3: DNSSEC validation. Measures whether resolvers are validating DNSSEC records. Recom-
mended measurement technique: Using an advertising network to measure end-user validation

by embedding code in advertisements that trigger HTTP requests to web resources. Some of

the web sources have “bogus" signatures, which enables researchers to deduce whether a client

relies on validating resolvers. Advertising networks can cover resolvers used by end-users and

be deployed on a large scale. However, some resolvers, such as those used by email servers,

however, cannot be covered. To increase transparency, raw measurement results should be

published. See [Lian et al. 2013].

MR4: DNSSEC validation and enforcement. Measures whether resolvers return SERVFAIL

on validation errors. Recommended measurement technique: Measurement platform sending

queries to resolvers for specific preconfigured domains. Such domains could also contain

multiple types of validation failures, such as separate domain names that return bogus or

expired signatures. Such domains are most suitable for measurements where there is full

control over the queries that are sent to the resolver. See [Müller 2016].

MR5: Treatment of specific DNSSEC validation failures. Similar to MR3, but enables more

fine-grained distinctions to be made where recursive resolvers do perform DNSSEC validation.

Distinctions reported in the literature include whether a validating resolver considers a sig-

nature bogus when the label count in the RRSIG record does not match with the number of

labels in the signed RR or when a record has no signature at all. Recommended measurement
technique: As with MR3, the researcher can add appropriate test cases to a zone under their

control to cover additional failure scenarios. See [Lian et al. 2013].

MR6: Algorithm support. Which signing algorithms resolvers support. Recommended mea-
surement technique: Advertising network with embedded Java script in advertisements, which

in turn, trigger requests to domain names signed with various algorithms, using valid or bogus

signatures. Depending on the success rate, we can derive whether a resolver is validating a

certain algorithm, but not another. Advertising networks can cover resolvers used by end-users

and can be deployed on a large scale. However, some resolvers, such as those used for example

by email servers, cannot be covered. See [Huston 2021b].

MR7: Trust Anchor. Measure which root DNSSEC trust anchors resolvers have available

for validation. This metric is relevant mainly during or in the run-up to a root KSK rollover,

when a new root KSK for future use is pre-published using [StJohns 2007] and on the iana

website, as described in [Abley et al. 2016]. Metric MR3 already reveals whether the current
root trust anchor is available, but does not indicate what other root trust anchors the resolver

has available, if they are not currently in active use. That information is obtainable only

from resolver software itself by means of telemetry signalling. Recommended measurement
technique: Combining results from active and passive resolver telemetry, as for metrics MR14
and MR15, as described in [Müller et al. 2019b]. However, coverage and feasibility could be

substantially improved using additional as of yet non-existent resolver telemetry (or otherwise
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determined metrics) which would enable measurement of the query volume for which a

resolver is responsible and the position of a resolvers in relation to DNS forwarders, caches

and other middle-boxes.

MR8: Transport: Path MTU. Measures the maximum transmission unit (MTU) on the path

between the client and the server. When the path MTU is exceeded there may be connectivity

problems due to fragmentation issues. Path MTU becomes more important as DNSSEC is more

widely deployed, since DNSSEC packets are larger than plain DNS packets. Recommended
measurement technique: To measure the number of operational issues fragmentation causes,

the best approach would be traffic traces from name servers, as described in[Van Den Broek

et al. 2014], for instance. However, to measure the potential impact on a more global scale, we

recommend an approach as described in [Koolhaas and Slokker 2020].

MR9: Transport: TCP support. Measures whether resolvers support TCP transport. Fallback

to TCP when a response from an authoritative server over UDP has the ’truncated’ flag set is

mandatory, but not always implemented, and sometimes blocked by a firewall. Issues related

to this are more prevalent with DNSSEC, since packets are larger than plain DNS packets.

Recommended measurement technique: Traffic traces on NS. See [Moura 2021]

MR10: DNS Protocol: DoH support. Measures whether resolvers support DNS-over-HTTPS.

DoH [Hoffman and McManus 2018], together with DoT [Hu et al. 2016] and DoQ [Huitema

et al. 2022], is indirectly related to DNSSEC, since it enables the transport of larger DNS

messages. More reliable transport of larger DNS messages gives DNSSEC deployments greater

flexibility in their choice of signing algorithms and keys. Recommended measurement technique:
DoH cannot be measured with RIPE Atlas probes, but RIPE Atlas anchors are an option, among

other things such as the NLNOG ring.

MR11: DNS Protocol: DoT support. Measures whether resolvers support DoT. Like DoH and

DoQ, DoT provides message confidentiality between client and resolver, and resolver between

and authoritative name server and enables larger message sizes. Recommended measurement
technique: RIPE Atlas can be used to measure DNS-over-TLS support on resolvers, but at the

time of writing that option can be selected only by using the API or via tools that interact

directly with the API directly such as the command line tools.

MR12: DNS Protocol: DoQ support. Measures whether the resolver supports DoQ. Like DoH

and DoT, DoQ provides message encryption and optional authentication, but not origin

authentication. DoQ is also relevant to DNSSEC deployment, since it enables larger message

sizes (seeMR10). Recommendedmeasurement technique: Measured frommeasurement platforms

like RIPE Atlas. At the point of writing the report, RIPE Atlas does not support DoQ. [Kosek

et al. 2022] describes the measurement of DoQ deployment by actively scanning the whole

IPv4 address space. That technique therefore measures only open DNS resolvers.
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MR13: DNS Cookie support. Measuring whether recursive resolvers send queries with the

COOKIE option set. DNS cookies provides limited protection to DNS servers and clients against

a variety of increasingly common denial-of-service and amplification forgery attacks [Eastlake

3rd and Andrews 2016]. That is relevant to DNSSEC, since DNSSEC-signed messages are often

misused in amplification attacks. Recommendedmeasurement technique: Using an advertisement

network to trigger DNS queries to a client’s resolvers for a domain name the researcher’s control

and observing queries with the COOKIE option set. See [Lian et al. 2013] for measurements

with ad networks and [Davis and Deccio 2021] for measuring DNS cookie support.

MR14: Telemetry: RFC 8145. A metric and a measurement technique. Passive measurement of

the DNSSEC trust anchors that a resolver has available for validation for a specific origin (e.g.

the root). The resolver signals to the origin of the trust-anchors which trust anchors it has

available for DNSSEC validation using a Key Tag Query, as described in Section 5 of [Wessels

et al. 2017]. Recommended measurement technique: The data is collected on the authoritative

name servers that serve the origin of the trust anchor, as described in [Müller et al. 2019b].

This specific telemetry has the following disadvantages: (i) it is impossible to query resolvers

with problems for further state information, (ii) there is no telemetry on the query volume a

resolver processes, making it hard to judge how relevant or risky a resolver with problems is,

and (iii) the Key Tag Query may propagate through upstream systems (NATs, DNS forwarders,

caches and other middle-boxes), leading to distorted signals and hiding systems with actual

problems. We recommend combining this metric with measurements that would resolve or

alleviate those disadvantages.

MR15: Telemetry: RFC 8509. Active measurement of the root DNSSEC trust anchors that a

resolver has available for validation. A querier asks the resolver performing DNSSEC validation

for the availability of the trust anchor by way of a special name. The resolver provides

the availability with a non-standard return code (SERVFAIL) for that name. Recommended
measurement technique: Ideally using advertising networks, but we are not aware of a study

describing the use of that technique for the purpose indicated. For a study that uses the RIPE

Atlas measurement platform, see[Müller et al. 2019b]. This telemetry shares the last two

disadvantages of MR14. We recommend combining this metric with measurements that would

resolve or alleviate those disadvantages.

MR16: RPKI: Served from RPKI signed resources. Are resolvers located in networks with

valid Route Origin Authorization (ROA). Such recursive resolvers are better protected against

routing configuration mistakes and hijacks, provided the networks on the path to the client are

validating ROAs (see also MR17). Recommended measurement technique: Identifying recursive

resolvers via an advertisement network, then using RPKI relying party software such as

Routinator to verify whether the prefixes of the recursive resolver locations publish valid

ROAs. Note, that recursive resolvers can forward their queries to other forwarding resolvers.

With the proposed measurement techniques, we can identify only the upstream resolvers. We
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cannot determine whether forwarding resolvers “downstream” are served from RPKI-signed

resources. See [Lian et al. 2013] for using an advertisement for measurements and [NLnet Labs

2022] for a description of a RPKI relying party software.

MR17: RPKI route origin validation. Does the network of recursive resolvers perform RPKI

route origin validation. If a network does, the recursive resolver is less vulnerable to send-

ing queries to authoritative name servers in hijacked networks. Recommended measurement
technique: Using advertising network and embedding code in online advertisements to trigger

queries to a domain name under the researcher’s control. One authoritative name server needs

to be located in a network that has published an invalid ROA. A downside of that measurement

technique is the fact that we cannot identify which network on the path from the recursive

resolver to the authoritative name server performs the validation. See [Toorop 2020] for a

description of the measurement setup and [Lian et al. 2013] for using an advertisement for

measurements.
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6.3 Other metrics

Table 6. Client, software, and ecosystem metrics and their suitable measurement techniques. Tech-
niques marked with ❍ can measure the metric, but techniques marked with ✰ are recommended. If
no technique is marked then we do not recommend any technique or the metric cannot be measured
automatically.
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Client Metrics
MC1 DNSSEC validation Does a client rely on validating re-

solvers

✰ ❍ ❍

MC2 Transport: DoH Does a client rely on DoH as a

transport channel to its recursive

resolver

✰

MC3 Upstream resolver

type

Does a client rely on internal, for-

warding or external recursive re-

solvers

✰ ❍ ❍

DNS Software Metrics
MS1 RFC compliance Is a software compliant with a cer-

tain RFC

MS2 Default settings Which are the default parameters

of DNS software

MS3 Cryptographic

library

What is the default library used for

cryptographic operations

MS4 Software deployment Which software is deployed in the

wild

✰

DNS Ecosystem Metrics
ME1 DNSSEC support Does the component of the ecosys-

tem support DNSSEC

ME2 DNSSEC default Is DNSSEC enabled by default

ME3 DNSSEC settings Can DNSSEC be configured

through a web inerface
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Table 6. Client, software, and ecosystem metrics and their suitable measurement techniques. Tech-
niques marked with ❍ can measure the metric, but techniques marked with ✰ are recommended. If
no technique is marked then we do not recommend any technique or the metric cannot be measured
automatically.
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ME4 Algorithm support Which algorithms are supported

ME5 CDS/CDNSKEY sup-

port

Does the component scan for

CDS/CDNSKEY records

ME6 DNSSEC fees Is DNSSEC free of charge

In addition to metrics for domain names and recursive resolvers, we have identified a number

of other metrics that we believe are relevant for measuring DNSSEC deployment.

We have assigned the metrics to three categories. The first category described below consists

of metrics relating to aspects of the DNS clients, e.g. end users or services that rely on recursive

resolvers to look up names in the DNS. The second is metrics concerning DNSSEC-related

capabilities and features in DNS software. Those include, among others, recursive resolver

software, name server software and signing software. The third is metrics concerning aspects of

DNSSEC deployment in the DNS ecosystem. Registries and registrars are part of this ecosystem,

as well as DNS providers.

6.3.1 Clients. Clients rely on recursive resolvers to query records in the DNS. For redundancy,

clients can have multiple recursive resolvers configured. Also, they can rely on their own,

local, recursive resolvers.

MC1: DNSSEC validation. Measures whether clients rely on a validating resolvers. All of the

resolvers at a client’s disposal may perform DNSSEC validation, or only a subset of them may

do so. Recommended measurement technique: Using an advertising network and triggering

DNS queries to a domain name under the researcher’s control by embedding advertisements
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on web sites. Each query must include a unique identifier to attribute multiple queries to one

client. See [Osterweil et al. 2008].

MC2: Transport: DoH. Measures whether clients rely on DoH to communicate with their

recursive resolvers. An encrypted transport channel between a client and a validating resolver

decreases the risk of the client to becoming a victim of DNS manipulation without performing

validation itself. A requirement is that the client trusts its recursive resolver. Recommended mea-
surement technique: Browser telemetry. Browsers are among the most common implementers

of DoH. Browser vendors could provide ICANN with anonymised information on DoH usage.

That would enable ICANN to collect information across multiple recursive resolvers. Browser

telemetry including information about DoH usage is not publicly available. Alternatively,

researchers can rely on statistics published by resolver operators. Resolvers that are chosen by

client software by default are of interest (e.g. Cloudflare in the case of the Firefox browser).

MC3: Upstream resolver type. Measures clients rely on resolvers located in their own networks

(internal), or on resolvers in their own networks that forwards queries to another recursive

resolver (forwarding), or on resolvers in other network (external). Such information is relevant

for DNSSEC because it reveals information about resolver centralisation which, in turn, can be

a barrier to, or an enabler of DNSSEC deployment. Recommended measurement technique: using
a measurement platform and triggering DNS queries to a domain name under the researcher’s

control and observing queries at the authoritative name server. The network of the IP address

is then compared with the IP address of the measurement vantage point and the configured

recursive resolver. See [Müller et al. 2020].

6.3.2 Software. DNS software can have an influence on DNSSEC deployment. For example,

if a feature is not supported by mainstream DNS software, then it is also less likely that

the feature gains wider deployment. Also, operators might not compile the recent software

versions manually but only rely on the versions shipped with their operating system, with the

result that they are not running the latest versions with the latest features. Furthermore, the

default settings chosen by software developers can have an influence as well. For example, a

mainstream software vendor that stops supporting a certain DNSSEC signing algorithm can

have a major impact on overall support of this algorithm.

The following metrics have in common that it is not feasible to measure them automatically

and on a larger scale. In most cases, they require the manual analysis of changelogs and

software documentation. Nevertheless, we believe that these metrics have an influence on

DNSSEC deployment and are therefore worth consideration.

MS1: RFC compliance. What RFCs software supports. Usually, it takes time before DNS

software implements changes or new features defined in an RFC. Wider deployment of changes

proposed in an RFC cannot be expected until most major DNS software vendors have updated

their software accordingly. If possible, compliance can be determined by establishing whether
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software or an organisation follows the mandatory (MUST [Bradner 1997]) specifications in an

RFC. Recommended measurement technique: Manual study of changelogs and manuals.

MS2: Default settings. The default settings in DNS software can have an influence on DNS

deployment. For example, if the vendor of a popular DNS software who decides to enable

validation by default, that can increase overall DNSSEC validation as soon as the new version

is widely deployed. Recommended measurement technique: Manual study of changelogs and

manuals.

MS3: Cryptographic library. DNS software relies on libraries to perform cryptographic func-

tions. If, for example, a cryptographic library does not support a certain signing algorithm, the

recursive resolver software that relies on that library cannot validate signatures created with

the algorithm in question. That can hinder wider deployment of new cryptographic algorithms.

Recommended measurement technique: Manual study of changelogs and manuals. See [Müller

et al. 2020] for examples.

MS4: Software deployment. As discussed in relation to metrics S1 to S4, the deployed software
and software version can have an impact on DNSSEC deployment. It is therefore relevant

to know which DNS software is deployed in the wild. Recommended measurement technique:
Active DNS probes using custom software. By sending crafted, not standard, queries to resolvers

or name servers, one can deduce which software is being deployed with some certainty. That

might be more efficient than relying on DNS CHAOS queries only. Coverage depends on the

domain name target list and the reachable recursive resolvers. FPDNS [DNS OARC 2020] can

send such queries.

MS5: HSM support. In some DNSSEC deployments, such as at the root and some TLDs, HSMs

are used to store signing keys in a secure manner and to create signatures. If an HSM does not

support a certain algorithm, organisations relying on that HSM cannot roll to the algorithm

in question. Recommended measurement technique: Manually inventory of HSM types and

versions used at the root and TLDs. Studying product information to get an overview of

supported algorithms.

6.3.3 DNS ecosystem. The DNS ecosystem is comprised of parties involved in registering

domain names and publishing domain names in the DNS. Such parties include registries,

managing TLDs, registrars that manage the registration of a domain name, and DNS providers,

responsible for publishing the zone of a domain name. A registrar can also have the role of a

DNS providers. Registrants are not obliged to rely on DNS providers, but they nevertheless

often do so for convenience, reliability, or performance. Not all metrics discussed in this section

apply to all components of the ecosystem.

As with metrics relating to DNS software, it is challenging to measure these metrics auto-

matically and on a larger scale. Given its direct relationship with registrars and registrants,
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we suggest that ICANN could ask those entities to regularly report metrics. That would allow

ICANN to measure the metrics automatically to some extent.

ME1: DNSSEC support. Do registries, registrars or DNS providers support DNSSEC. De-

pending on the entity, support might include having the TLD signed and publishing the DS

records of child domain names, communicating the DS records or DNSKEY records to the

parents, or signing the zone. Recommended measurement technique: Study of the functionalities
supported by DNS providers and registrars. DNSSEC signing of TLDs can be deduced using

MD2. See [Chung et al. 2017b].

ME2: DNSSEC default. Do DNS providers sign zones by default. Recommended measurement
technique: Manual study of the features of DNS providers. See [Chung et al. 2017b].

ME3: DNSSEC settings. How can a user configure DNSSEC. In some cases, it might only be

possible to enable DNSSEC only by contacting the DNS provider or registrar manually, which

might deter DNSSEC deployment. Recommended measurement technique: Manual study of the

features of DNS providers and registrars. See [Chung et al. 2017b].

ME4: Algorithm support. Which signing algorithms are supported by registries, registrars or

DNS providers. Registries and registrars are not technically required to support the uploading

of keys or DS records based on all algorithms, and some may not do so. If a DNS provider is

responsible for signing a domain name, then their back-end limits the supported signing algo-

rithms. Recommended measurement technique: Manual study of the features of DNS providers,

registrars, and registries. See [Müller et al. 2020].

ME5: CDS/CDNSKEY support. Registrars and registries can scan for CDS/CDNSKEY records [Gud-
mundsson and Wouters 2017] and update the DNSSEC settings of their clients or their children

domain names automatically. Recommended measurement technique: Manual study of the

features of registrars or registries. Measurements could be automated to some extent, e.g.

by registering a domain name in the relevant TLD or via the relevant registrar, publishing

CDS/CDNSKEY records and observing possible changes in the parent zone using active probes.

See [Caletka 2022] for a manually maintained list of CDS/CDNSKEY support in the DNS

ecosystem and in software.

ME6: DNSSEC fees. Does the registrar or DNS provider charges for enabling DNSSEC. Fees
could deter DNSSEC deployment. Recommended measurement technique: Manual study of the

features of DNS providers or registrars. See [Chung et al. 2017b].
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7 RECOMMENDATIONS
In the previous section, we listed 64 direct or indirect metrics of DNSSEC deployment. In this

section, we make recommendations about which metrics ICANN could measure in order to

gain a comprehensive view of DNSSEC deployment. Measuring DNSSEC deployment is not an

end in itself, but rather a means of supporting strategic decision-making in order to achieve a

higher goal.

We have therefore formulated three goals related to DNSSEC deployment that ICANN and

the DNS community might want to achieve in the medium and long term. For each goal, we list

which metrics should be collected in order to make informed decisions and, thus, to achieve

the goal. These goals are not exhaustive; other goals could be formulated by ICANN and the

community. We acknowledge that collecting the metrics for the first goal might not be easy,

but we think that it is still a goal worth pursuing. We believe that the metrics of the second

and third goals are feasible.

7.1 Goal 1: Protecting DNS transactions with DNSSEC
The total number of signed domain names or the number of validating resolvers might give

a distorted view if widely-used domain names are not protected and popular resolvers are

not validating. We therefore propose a combination of metrics focussed on the number of

transactions protected with DNSSEC. Unless end-user queries are measured directly, these

measurements should take the “popularity” and “importance” of a domain name into account

as well as the number of clients relying on a recursive resolver.
2

Collecting metrics directly. Ideally, we recommend collecting this metric directly on recursive

resolvers. One approach would be to extend ICANN’s own Identifier Technology Health

Indicators (ITHI) programme [Durand and Huitema 2022]. The goal of ITHI is to monitor the

health of the DNS ecosystem, through a set of metrics. It is an open-source project
3
, already

collecting metrics on the root servers and a number of recursive resolvers. ITHI derives metrics

from DNS traffic. Current metrics related to DNSSEC include the share of resolvers querying

the root with the DNSSEC OK (DO) flag set and whether TLDs are signed.

We recommend extending the ITHI programme with an additional metric: the number of

incoming queries that trigger a validated response.

That is a combination of the following two metrics, identified in the literature:

• MR4 – DNSSEC validation and enforcement: Resolvers running the ITHI tools report

whether they are validating DNSSEC and enforcing validation errors. We cannot reliably

deduce whether a recursive resolver is validating fromDNS traffic only. Operators running

2
This collection of metrics was inspired by discussion with the community, namely Alex Mayerhofer (NIC.AT) as

well as Sebastian Castro (.IE).

3
https://github.com/private-octopus/ithitools

https://github.com/private-octopus/ithitools
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the ITHI tool therefore need to indicate whether they are validating when they join the

ITHI programme.

• MD2 – DNSSEC validity: Resolvers measures whether queried domain names are signed

with DNSSEC and whether the signature are valid.

Additionally, resolvers should report rough estimates of their client populations (in unique

source IP addresses). For privacy reasons, we recommend not reporting exact numbers, but

reporting population in orders of magnitude (e.g. to the power of ten). ITHI tools are open

source and, as indicated in Section 5, create reproducible results, and can achieve high levels

of coverage if widely deployed.

Collecting metrics indirectly. Getting ITHI tools more widely deployed on resolvers might be

challenging. We therefore propose a second set of metrics and measurement techniques to

gain similar insights.

First, we recommend to using a measurement platform or an advertisement network to

determine whether recursive resolvers have enabled validation (MR4) and to get an estimate

about their client bases. See, for example, the work by [Huston 2021b,c]. That yields an estimate

of the share of the internet population relying on validating resolvers.

Second, we recommend using on “top” lists like the Tranco list [Le Pochat et al. 2019] to

identify popular domain names. Active measurements can be used to test whether the domain

names are signed (MD2).
Assuming a long-tail distribution of queries, where the most popular domain names receive

90% of queries or more [Federrath et al. 2011], we can combine the results of MR4 and MD2 to
obtain an estimate of how many transactions on the Internet are protected with DNSSEC.

We acknowledge that neither the direct approach nor the indirect approach we recommend

provides insights into DNSSEC coverage amongst low-profile but potentially relevant domain

names. We do, however, believe that our proposed approaches are the only way to develop

an objective metric that is not influenced by subjective criteria such as the “importance” of a

domain name.

7.2 Goal 2: Increasing DNSSEC deployment quality
DNSSEC in its current form has been around for 17 years. Whereas in the beginning, the goal

was to maximise deployment, the goal now could be to improve current DNSSEC deployment

so as to maximise conformance to best security and DNS/DNSSEC practices. Quality initiatives

are in place at, for example, the registries of the country code Top Level Domains (ccTLDs)

for the Netherlands [SIDN 2019] and Sweden, which involve monitoring domain names and

incentivising state-of-the-art DNSSEC deployments.

In order to achieve this goal, we recommend measuring the following domain name metrics:

• MD3 – validation errors to understand the types of misconfigurations.
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• MD8 – key algorithm to measure whether recent and secure algorithms are being used. In

combination with MD4 (key-length) to identify inappropriately short RSA-based keys.

• MD14 – NSEC/NSEC3 usage to measure whether guidelines on setting NSEC3 parameters

are followed [Hardaker and Dukhovni 2022].

• MD23 – Rollover correctness to measure if key and algorithm rollovers are carried out,

following the guidelines in RFC 6781 [Kolkman et al. 2012].

• MD15 and MD16 – Path MTU and TCP support to understand whether authoritative name

servers provide reliable transport.

• MD7 – Keys in RRs in combination with MD8, MD31 (DNS cookie support) and MD32
(Response rate limiting) to identify zones that are attractive to attackers for misuse in

DDoS reflection attacks.

On the recursive resolver side, we recommend measuring:

• MR6 – algorithm support, to identify resolvers that do not support modern signing algo-

rithms or that still support insecure algorithms

• MR8 – PathMTU in combinationwithMR9 (TCP support) to understandwhether recursive
resolvers provide reliable transport.

• MR13 – DNS Cookie support to understand whether recursive resolvers provide mecha-

nisms to prevent DDoS attacks.

See Section 6 for recommended measurement techniques. We believe that these metrics can

give ICANN an overview of the current state of DNSSEC deployment. For background infor-

mation see [Dukhovni and Hardaker 2022], where researchers publish some of the discussed

metrics for domain names and [Toorop 2018], where some of the discussed resolver metrics

are published.

Note that the list of metrics needs to be kept under review and extended as the need arises.

For example, when new extensions to the DNS are being developed or when best current

practices change.

7.3 Goal 3: Making DNSSEC deployments future-proof
An operator cannot simply deploy DNSSEC once and then forget about it. DNSSEC needs

maintenance, e.g. to upgrade to more secure and efficient signing algorithms, or to roll ZSKs

and KSKs. In the long term, it may be necessary to adopt signing algorithms that require more

invasive changes to the DNS protocol. In order to make sure that current DNSSEC deployments

can transition to new signing algorithms as easily as possible, a number of prerequisites must

be satisfied. The following metrics cover relevant aspects to get a better understanding of the

degree to which current deployments are indeed future-proof.

• MD15 and MD16 – Path MTU and TCP support to understand whether authoritative name

servers provide reliable transport, and are also able to transfer larger messages in the

future. That might become necessary, for example, with the adoption of new quantum-safe

algorithms.
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• MD21 and MD22 – ZSK and KSK rollover frequency to see whether domain name operators

practice the replacement of their keys, and are therefore ready to move to other algorithms

if necessary in the future.

• MD25 – Algorithm rollover to see whether domain name operators have rolled their

algorithm before and are therefore ready for future algorithm rollovers.

On the recursive resolver side, we recommend measuring:

• MR6 – algorithm support, to identify resolvers that do not support modern signing algo-

rithms or that still supporting insecure algorithms. This measurement can also indicate

whether recursive resolvers are being maintained.

• MR8 – PathMTU in combinationwithMR9 (TCP support) to understandwhether recursive
resolvers provide reliable transport, and are also able to transfer larger messages in the

future.

Additionally, we recommend tomanually inspecting algorithm support (ME4) and CDS/CDNSKEY
support (ME5) in the DNS ecosystem regularly, as well as algorithm support in relevant DNS

software (MS1 and MS3).
By measuring those metrics, ICANN and the DNS community will get a better picture of the

current DNSSEC ecosystem’s readiness for future transitions to other signing algorithms.
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A OVERVIEW OF METRICS AND RELATED STUDIES

Table 7. DNSSEC metrics and related studies

Metric References

Domain Name and Name Server Metrics
MD1 DNSSEC publication [Chung 2021; Chung et al. 2017a,b; Dai et al. 2016; Deccio

et al. 2011; Le et al. 2018; Lewis 2012; Manning 2006;

Mortimer 2021; Müller et al. 2019a; Nagele 2011; Richard

2021; Sisson 2010; van Rijswijk-Deij et al. 2016a, 2014;

Wallström 2012; Yang et al. 2011]

MD2 DNSSEC validity [Chung 2021; Chung et al. 2017a; Dai et al. 2016; Dec-

cio 2011; Foremski et al. 2019; Lewis 2012; Mortimer

2021; Nagele 2011; Osterweil et al. 2008; Sisson 2010; van

Adrichem et al. 2015; Wallström 2012]

MD3 DNSSEC validation errors [Chung 2021; Deccio 2011; Gudmundsson and Crocker

2011; Nagele 2011; Sisson 2010; van Adrichem et al. 2015;

Wallström 2012; Wander 2017]

MD4 Key attribute: Key length [Chung et al. 2017a; Dai et al. 2016; Le et al. 2018; Lewis

2012; van Rijswijk 2019; Wallström 2012; Wander 2017]

MD5 Key attribute: TTL [Chung et al. 2017a; Lewis 2012; Wallström 2012]

MD6 Key attribute: shared keys [Chung et al. 2017a]

MD7 Key attribute: Keys in the RR set [Lewis 2012; Manning 2006; van Rijswijk-Deij et al. 2014;

Wallström 2012]

MD8 Key attribute: algorithm [Chung 2021; Dai et al. 2016; Le et al. 2018; Lewis 2012;

Manning 2006; Müller et al. 2020; Sisson 2010; van Ri-

jswijk 2019; van Rijswijk-Deij et al. 2016a; Wallström

2012; Wander 2017]

MD9 Key attributes: DS digest type [Dai et al. 2016; Müller et al. 2020]

MD10 Key attribute: RSA modulus [Dai et al. 2016; van Rijswijk 2019]

MD11 Key attribute: ZSK/KSK or CSK [Le et al. 2018; Lewis 2012; Wallström 2012; Wander 2017]

MD12 Key attribute: Key-tag exists multiple times [van Rijswijk 2019]

MD13 Key attribute: Response size [Kianpour and Shaw 2019; Müller et al. 2019b; van

Rijswijk-Deij et al. 2015]

MD14 NSEC/NSEC3 usage [Sisson 2010; Wander 2017]

MD15 Transport: Path MTU [Osterweil et al. 2008]

MD16 Transport: TCP support [Mao et al. 2022; Osterweil et al. 2008]

MD17 EDNS(0) Support [Risk 2015; Sisson 2010; Weaver et al. 2011]

MD18 Transport: DoT [Doan et al. 2021; Hounsel et al. 2021]

MD19 Transport: DoQ –

MD20 Operations: Signature lifetime [Chung 2021; Sisson 2010; van Adrichem et al. 2015; van

Rijswijk 2019]

MD21 Operations: Rollover frequency ZSK [Chung et al. 2017a; Deccio 2011; Le et al. 2018; Yang et al.

2011]
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Table 7. DNSSEC metrics and related studies

Metric References

MD22 Operations: Rollover frequency KSK [Chung et al. 2017a; Deccio 2011; Le et al. 2018; Yang et al.

2011]

MD23 Operations: Rollover correctness [Chung et al. 2017a; Müller et al. 2019a, 2020]

MD24 Operations: Rollover type [Chung et al. 2017a; Mao et al. 2022; Müller et al. 2020;

van Adrichem et al. 2015]

MD25 Operations: Algorithm rollover [Müller et al. 2020]

MD26 Operations: Name Server operator [Le et al. 2018; Müller et al. 2020; van Rijswijk-Deij et al.

2016a]

MD27 Operations: Operational complexity [Gudmundsson and Crocker 2011]

MD28 Operations: Effects on query load [Minda 2011]

MD29 Operations: Effects on TCP load [Minda 2011]

MD30 Operations: CDS/CDNSKEY publication [Caletka 2021]

MD31 Name Server: DNS Cookie support [Davis and Deccio 2021]

MD32 Name Server: Response rate limiting [Deccio et al. 2019]

MD33 Name Server: Minimal responses to query

type ANY
[van der Toorn et al. 2021]

MD34 RPKI: Served from RPKI signed resources [Müller 2021]

Resolver Metrics
MR1 EDNS(0) Support [Kreibich et al. 2010; Minda 2011; Van Den Broek et al.

2014]

MR2 DNSSEC capable [Canceill 2014; Chung et al. 2017a; Fukuda et al. 2013;

Gudmundsson and Crocker 2011; Huston 2012, 2021b;

Kreibich et al. 2010; Lian et al. 2013; Müller 2016; Müller

et al. 2019b; Shue and Kalafut 2013; Weaver et al. 2011]

MR3 DNSSEC validation [Canceill 2014; Chung et al. 2017a; Gudmundsson and

Crocker 2011; Huston 2012; Lian et al. 2013; Müller 2016;

Müller et al. 2019b; Yu et al. 2013]

MR4 DNSSEC validation and enforcement [Canceill 2014; Huston 2012; Müller 2016; Müller et al.

2019a; Wander and Weis 2013]

MR5 Treatment of specific DNSSEC validation

failures

[Canceill 2014; Lian et al. 2013; Müller 2016]

MR6 Algorithm support [Huston 2021a; Lian et al. 2013; Müller et al. 2020]

MR7 DNSSEC trust anchor support [Müller et al. 2019b]

MR8 Transport: Path MTU [Van Den Broek et al. 2014; Weaver et al. 2011]

MR9 Transport: TCP support [Huston 2021c; Lian et al. 2013; Moura 2021; Van

Den Broek et al. 2014; Weaver et al. 2011]

MR10 DNS protocol: DoH support [Böttger et al. 2019; Hounsel et al. 2021; Lu et al. 2019]

MR11 DNS protocol: DoT support [Doan et al. 2021; Hounsel et al. 2021; Lu et al. 2019]

MR12 DNS protocol: DoQ support [Kosek et al. 2022]

MR13 DNS Cookie support [Davis and Deccio 2021]

MR14 Telemetry: RFC 8145 [Müller et al. 2019b]
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Table 7. DNSSEC metrics and related studies

Metric References

MR15 Telemetry: RFC 8509 [Müller et al. 2019b]

MR16 RPKI: Served from RPKI signed resources –

MR17 RPKI: Route origin validation [Toorop 2020]

Client Metrics
MC1 DNSSEC validation [Osterweil et al. 2008]

MC2 Transport: DoH –

MC3 Upstream resolver type [Degen 2011; Müller et al. 2020]

DNS Software Metrics
MS1 RFC compliance –

MS2 Default settings –

MS3 Cryptographic library [Müller et al. 2020]

MS4 Software deployment [Sisson 2010; ?]

DNS Ecosystem Metrics
ME1 DNSSEC support [Chung et al. 2017b]

ME2 DNSSEC default [Chung et al. 2017b]

ME3 DNSSEC settings [Chung et al. 2017b]

ME4 Algorithm support [Müller et al. 2020]

ME5 CDS/CDNSKEY support [Caletka 2022]

ME6 DNSSEC fees [Chung et al. 2017b]
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B ACRONYMS
ccTLD country code Top Level Domain.

CENTR Council of European National Top-Level Domain Registries.

CSK Combined Signing Key.

DDoS Distributed Denial of Service.

DNS Domain Name System.

DNS-OARC DNS Operations, Analysis, and Research Center.

DNSSEC DNS Security Extensions.

DoH DNS-over-HTTPS.

DoQ DNS-over-QUIC.

DoT DNS-over-TLS.

EDNS0 Extension Mechanisms for DNS.

HSM Hardware Security Module.

ITHI Identifier Technology Health Indicators.

KSK Key Signing Key.

NS Name Server.

OCTO ICANN Office of the CTO.

RIR Reginal Internet Registry.

ROA Route Origin Authorization.

RTT Round-Trip Time.

TLD Top Level Domain.

TTL Time To Live.

VP vantage point.

ZSK Zone Signing Key.

Notes:
Cover photo by William Warby on Unsplash
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